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Byqp,E!seCurriculuIn .Change Debated
The Faculty Curriculum second semester as all being
Committee is considering various offered for 2 credits. .' proposals: the Dienes group's
proposals for changes in the. The Cheh proposal also Cheh and Schechter's and on~
first year curriculum. These c:IIffers from the Dienes proposal by Nancy Schirmer, an SBA
changes would alter both the m .th!it under the latter proposal representative for the night
amount of credit different first. Cr imina l Proced ure would be a school. Her proposal wasI Id b th re leased in reaction to what was
year c asses wou e wor and re qutred course, while under 'believed. to be .problerns with
when these courses would be Cheh's plan it would be an '
offered. upper-year elective. This Die~e;s an'! Cheh's plans.
Presently, the Curriculum dIfference results in that under Spectf tca IIy, in .consult ing with
Committee is considerinf two the. Dienes group's plan, f irat ~ight students, she found that,Even hour increments are
proposals, offered by dif erent year's would face five finals in absolufely preferred in at least
members of the Committee. One their second semester. Under the first two years of 'evening
proposal has been submitted by the Oheh-Bchechter proposal· law school;"
Professors Dienes, Nash, there would be four finals' The hour of course credit
Trangsrud andZenoff. Another for second semester first years. Schirmer's plan contemplates
proposal, was authored by The two, proposals 'are equates with those given by
Professors Cheh and Schechter. similar. in that under. both, the both Dienes and Cheh, Except
And , 0 n e pro p 0 s a I for hours accorded Civil Procedure like Cheh, Schirmer's proposal
modifications m the schedule for and Constitutional Law would be would make Civil Pro. a 6 hour
the night school was submitted expanded. "Both plans would course.l while Dienes' plan would
by Nancy Schirmer, of the, SBA. expand Con. Law to 6 hours. make Civrl Pro. a 5 hour course.
In regard to the day The course would be split The sequencing of courses
schedule, the . proposals' by b~tween the second semester of varies widely over the 3
Dienes, et a l, dIffers from the _ fIrst year and the second year. proposals. In particular a
Chehand Schechter in a number One semester would be spent -difterence exists between 'the
or respects..." ~'. . .... ~ _" ' studytngconcepts of federalism - Cheh proposal and Schirmer's ,
In particularf"the"Ctieh"")";"anqts~par~lOn~~f:powerst·,,,Ip.the,,·;,,~and ;Dienes~~, to ,when,;to offer. -:
p~oposal would not have. any othersemeste.r, the student"· 'legal research and Moot Court t :
Cust year course (except would, study r'Ighta under the to night students.
research and writing and Moot ,1st, 13th, 14th and 15th Cheh would offer both
Court) offered for less than 3 amendments. . those courses in .the second
credits. In a memo to the Under the Dienes plan, year. Dienes and Schirmer
curriculum committee, Cheh and Civil Procedure would be.orrered contemplate offering the two
Schechter assert that 2-credit for 2 credits in fall and 3 in courses in the first year.
courses, "simply do not provide t~e. spring. Under Cheh's plan, Both the Curricu lum
a sufficiently regular, CIVl1 ~ro.;would be off~red for Cornmi t tee and ~he SBA are
cone en trated, or intensive 3 credits m fall and spr-ing, ~ anXIOUS to receIve student
exposure to the materials or the reason for desiring expansion in ' opinions in regard to proposed
instructor." the hours accorded,CivilPro. is changes in the curriculum. If
The Dienes proposal an almost unanimous sentiment there are students with ideas or
contemplates Civil Procedure in that more hours are neede~ to sugg-est~ons to share!.. the SM
the first semester, Contracts in. adequately teach the SUbject offlCe IS located at tlurns 303-
the second semester and matter. C.
Criminal Procedure in the There are 3 night
SBA Sets Ne,w,Goals forN ext Year
by Elizabeth MacGregor A '..large task facing the
new SBAofficers is the
The new SBA officers, appointment of student
elected three weeks ago are represen tatives to faculty
~ Ire a d y h a r da t ~0 r k committees. Six or seven of
Implementing new ideas and r ~ these committees have student
programs for the NLC. New members. In one month, the
Pvr.esident Jonathan' Welch and SBA will be choosing students
Ice President Bill Koch, " that will serve on these
together with the new class committees next year.
r
representatives, have many plans Welch stated that he would
or the upcoming- year. like to see more activity on the
SIlA The executive staff of the committees. The mechanisms
Th
has already been chosen. are in place, and student-
e new Ex e c u ti ve Vic e represen ta t ion is good, especially
E
President is. Julie Ford. Tom on the Curriculum and Faculty
ggert will continue as Appointments Committees.
Ex.ecutive 'Treasurer, and However, several committees,
Ellz.abe th Casey has been such as the Library Committee,
apPolOted Executive Secretary. are not very active, and other
Both Welch and Koch commi ttees, such as the
emphasized that the SM is Scholarship: Committee, need
st!ong and has significant input, . more student input, according to
With the administration. The Welch. The 8M officers are
only change they would like to ~h()ping to meet with the
. see. for the organization itself is Scho larship, Committee and
anI lOcrease in responsibility for,' consider whether student reps.
c ass representatives. With 'can playa: greater role on that
~hore responsibilitr delegated to committee.
e reps., this wi! remove some A~other big. proje!Jt the GO TO P 2, COL.2
of the workload from Welch and SBA IS plannIng IS an •
~och, whi.le. all~wing for greater ~~~~~\~tJ~nt.Q ~~ef°rSL&t_~~~¥~"'''''~'';'"N'''''''~ .. ,...r,' ,-f" " ,' •• '_ .... , ',,".
ep. partiCipation.,."," ,_ ce, ,•• \"" 'l
orientation is scheduled for
Saturday April 12, and the
event will include'model classes
and moot court sessions, a cook
ou t ,on the quad, and group
discussions with current
students. Welch encourages
students to participate, and
'anyone interested in
volunteering should contact the
SBA office. '
The SBA will also be
considering budgets for student
,organizations this spring., The
8BA hop~s to. get- more money
from GWUSA, possibly doubling
the $4000 received this year.
Koch mentioned that all the
groups' budgets will be carefully
examined, and decisions for next
year will be made based upon
use of funds this year. Welch'
believes discussion is in order as
to whether the fraternities
should be funded.
Other changes under the
new SBA administration include
a price reduction for coffee
from 30 cents to 25 cents.
Only Chance
To Make
Law Review
No SmOking
Policy to Start
On February 6, 1986,
President Elliott announced a
new University Policy on
Smoking. This policy covers all
arts of the University an
specitically prohibits smoking in
all public areas of Universit
buildings exce~t those
designated as 'smoking
ermitted." The effective date
of this policy is March 17, 1986.
, 'Ibe llreas to be designat -
"smoking permitted" in the La
Center are as follows:
1. First floor Stockton
Hall--small north student lounge
adJ acent to vending machine
room;
2. Second !loor Stockton
Hall--glass enclosed smoking
lounge in the library read
room; and
3. 1hird !loor Burns Ball--,
small lounge area outside the
Law' Review and Journal olfJces.
Note: All other public areas
nonsmok areas.
The Law Review is shitt
the timing ot its midyea
writing competition.
Nevertheless, the Law Revie
will continue to offer
membership based solely upon
students' writing ability.
The Law Review will now
use the spring competition to
select approximately 20% of its
new members solely on writing
ability. By confining selections
to the spring competition, all
new members will have the
opportunity to spend two years
on the Law Review and to
comp~te for an editorial
position.
Because the Law Review
will ot'fer only one opportunity
to compete for membership, all
interested students must corrpete
in the spring. There is no
opportunity to compete during
the following Christmas break.
To ensure that each student is
eligible to compete, the La
Review will accept applications
for membership from: (1) all
first-year day students; (2) all
second-year night students; and
(3) all first-year night students
switching to the day pro~ram.
This year's competitiOn will
be held from March 14th (pick
up competition between 12:00
p.m. and 7:00 p.m.) to March
17th (competition must be
returned by 7:00 p.m.). The
competition is selt-contained and
requires no outside research.
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Law Review
Announces
New Editors
The Law Review editorial
board of volume 54 is pleased to
announce the selection of the
editors for volume 55:
, Editor-in-Qlief
Mary Ann Werner
Senior Managing Editor "-
James S. Judd
Senior Articles Editor
Sally Dian Rainey
Articles Editor '
Gerardo R. Barrios
Articles Editor
Stephen S. Brier
Articles Editor
Carolyn P. Vinson - .
Book Reviewl Articles Editor'
, Sandra Graham Sheets
Managing Editor
Karen L. Kletderman >
Managing Editor
Donald M. Levy, Jr.
Managing Editor
Deneen Melander ,
Admin. Law Project Editor
Lainie J. Simon. "
Topics Editor
Gary D. Weinfeld'
Notes Editor
James J. Bertrand
Notes Editor
Mark Alan Egert
Notes Editor
Alison Kellett,
Notes Editor
Angela Visalli -
Notes Editor
Joseph F. Yenouskas
TRIVIA
1. Who was the last Republican
President to name a Jew to the
U.S. Supreme Court?· .
2. In .which of the 'lower 48
states is the largest wilderness
area? FOR ANSWERS,SEE P. 13,14
President's CornerSRA, FROMP.l
Welch and Koch hope the more
convenient price will increase
compliance. The SBAalso plans
to install a television in one of
the lounges (hopefully, in time
f or the NCAA basketba 11
playoffs), find a new location
for the SBA end-of-the-year
party, and formulate a proposal
for increased faculty
participation in commencement.
They also plan to have
academic evaluations completed
by spring break. These,
together with course
descriptions, will be available in
time for pre-registration. ' ,
" Among the even ts to be
sponsored by the SBA this
. spring are a Happy Hour, where
upperclasspersons can assist
other students in scheduling for
classes, and a blood drive
scheduled for April 10. .
Welch encourages students
that have, complaints or
suggestions .about anything at
the NLC to discuss them WIth a
rep. of theSBA. Welch and
Koch believe that the SBAis an
e f f e c t Iv e> vo Icejvand they
encourage students to take
advantage of that. 1heir,offices
are located at Burns 30~-C. '
~;c~BA President Jonathan
To begin with, I'd like to
thank The Advocate. for a
chance to communicate with the
NLC community. Students may
findaUof this very boring, but
what would do you expect? If
you want excitement, read the
Brief Sheet.
Anyway, during the recent
elections I was amazed by the
number of students who stated
that they wanted to be better
informed about what the SBA
does. . I'll just state a few
things here, but if any student
has comments or suggestio!!.s,
feel free to drop by the SM
office (303C Burns) and make
yourself known. We can't really
represent you if we don't know
what you want.
First, I hope that most
students have at least heard
that the curriculum is in the
stages of bein~ drastically
altered for the f Irat year.' The
studerrt representatives have-
related the SBA's comments to
the Curriculum Committee and a
formal proposal will probably be
presented to the full faculty in
early April.
, This is a radical change,
and although it won't directly
affect any current students, the
commit tee has been very open
to student input. The area
~here ~ the SBA has tried to
direct. most of its input has
been towards the effect of the
changes on the Night Program
Our Night Reps. have offered
their proposal and there appears
to be little objection to it.
Another issue that has
been surprisingly quiet thus far
IS the soon to be enacted
smoking ban in most areas of
the NLC. The SBAdid its best
to .poll students and ace
wrItten cornmen ta, and
ov e r whe lm l ng majorit
atudents chose not to havt
smok lng areas on the t
. fl?or. Hopct ul ly, that pol
WIll be respected by
students.
.. With pre-registrat'
rap Id l y approaching, we
workIng to produce the res
of last. semester's Acade
Ev a l u a t Io ns •. The writ
'comments of. students are be
typed and w~ll be available
the SBA offIce. We will a
host at least two "Rumor M'
type functions. to he lp fir
years make thetr deciSiOns.
One of the major thi
the SBA is trying to achieve
a .greater sense of pride
unity among the NLC. One
that we plan to do that will
to up-grade this yea
Commencement. As part of t
efforti we made a forproposa at the last Cull facu
meeting to have all facu
present. this year. It may I
be the Issue ot the year bu
think it's important' th
students show they really w·
the faculty to be there.
. The main thing I wo
hke to convey to students
that the SBA has t
mechanisms in place to efCee
lot of pos t t Ive changes C
students and for the la w sch
m ~eneral. Unfortunately
can. t work on those cha~g
, unt il students tell us how th
feel.
The best way to actual
do anything about those thin
you might want to compla
about is to write. it down wt
~ positive suggestion, and'bri
It to us. Let us know how y
feel--that's what we're here f
1be Advocate ceases publication
after the next issue. . 'lbat's
right no'· more neWS trom the
NLC for one whole summer. No
news from' some of the staff
ever again. You In reader-land
can make our last issue our best
issue. Let us know all of the
news you wish to see printed.
Fink on. friends, snoop on
neighbors. If 'it fits, we'll print
it. We want news, WE WANT
IT NOW!!! (or by, M"8i'Ch26).
Managemeht '.
EVERY AVAILABLE
AID.FORTHE
LAW. STUDENT
>~Al-LW.J. ,
YEAR
.-
By registering before
March 15,1986 you can:
, .
• Save money (discountedpries $525)
• G~t study guides for fundamental second and
third year subjects . .
• Take SM~Professional Responsibility
To learn more, call for our 2nd year brochure
GILBERTS
,SUM & SUBstANCE ; '.'~ . '::,
LEGALINES ' •
, SMITH REVIEW,S-NUTSHELLS' .'
\.CASE NOTES '
,WESt'S BLACK LETTER SERIES
. EM"A,NUEL~HORNBOOKS
STATIONARY SUPPLIES AND MORE
;"'~'
~
"-;
" -
. ,
. '·,AT.:••
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK ·CO.
t •
_. HOURS:9:30 - 6:00 MONDAY- FRIDAY
~_.--. ',,-- ,
1917E)'eSt, N.W~
BAR REVIEW
(800)343-9188\,''(617) 742-3900 (202)'347-1971 Tel 785-0424
Monday, ~ar7t\ ,~9"~1986
The Devil's Advocate-
Prof.
date ¥~o~i~th Mar:ch 25, .1933 __
on th g emotIOnally criticale Ides of Mperhaps is the J ar~h, (as
grea t leade {ase with any
emotional r r. t~e Dean's
intellectual ~eict'llgss1cal, .a!1d
up untU Frida' MarePOSItIves, arch 21
wh~r~ the Dean faces a double:
crlt~cal; intellectually and
physlCally. However he is on
an emotional high, a~ it is .the
end of the week. '
In the next week Dean
Bar-ron plunges p~ysically and
mtell~ctually, white remaining
emo~lOnally high for the
remamder of the month
. Wish the Dean ~ happy
blrthd.ay on the 25th. but' don't
p~t ,hIm on the back, because
hIS' physical biorhythm is at a
low ebb. . )
Best Bets For Class - The
Dean should be in good form
Mon. March 17 to Fri. March
21. Too bad it's spring break. ~
At least the Dean will enjoy his
rest. - '
Bad Days - Monday March 31
and Tuesday April 1, when all
hIS readings are negative.
John F. Banzhaf 111- -- DOH:
JUly 2, 1940.
On March 25, Prof.
Banzhar, though intellectually
and physically high, will
experience a critical emotional
reading. Celebrate the Dean's
birthday with the rest of the
gang, but just drink lemonade,
Professor.
Worst Days To Be A, Tobacco
Rep: From Weds. 3/26 to Fr i,
3/28 Prof. Banzhaf, will enjoy
his intellectual and physical
zeniths, but endure an emotional
nadir. Sharp, as a tack, bu t
like ly to be in a bad mood,
Banzhaf should be kept a way
from liquids at debates.
Wright On .
Constlt • Birthday
by Mark Graven the celebration by-September
- 1985, but commtsston members
How to pr~erlY proceed to ,. t 0. tf l June of
celebrate the •S. Constitution's weren t appom e un 1that year, he said.
200th birthday is proving a bit Some events have been
puzzling! according to Charles relatively easy to decide on. It
Alan Wnght, the noted expert would be, hard to have a
on federal courts and procedure, bicentennial,celebration without
and a member of the President's a major parade. There is one
'commission to plan the planned for Philadelphia. And, of
bicentennial festivities. . course, there will bea gala at
Appearing as guest speaker the Kennedy, Center. Other
of the NLC's enrichment proposals have proved more
program last week,' Wright problematical. . .
observed that it was much . For example, satd Wrl~ht} a
e as i e r top I an fort he group came to the commISSIon
bicentennial of the 'Declaration seeking endorsement to h~ld
of Independence. "For that, YOlJ Constitutional tr tvra questron
could have a lot of fireworks, -contests in the nation's schools.
said Wright, adding, "~hat Wright said that he was for it,
doesn't seem wholly ayproprlate but that Chief Justice Burger,
for the Constitution. t's a more who chairs the commission was
cerebral thing." ' against it. "We compromised
Despite the fact that the and issued something. under our
Constitution has been -referred regulations called an ill;teri.m
to ',as "the greatest, work of th, e . letter ,of encouragement, satd
human mind. in all~ of histor~l" . Wright~ ..
many people aren't aware. of It's . While Wright's announced
birthdaYl according to Wright. It topic was the bicentennial, the
was on;:;eptember 17, 1787, that University of' Texas la'~
the, framers emerged' fr~m professor allocated much of hIS
behind closed doors In time to answering questions.
Philadelphia with the document. Asked what reforms he
With less than two years to would pursue if he w~r~ a
get ready' for the bicentenn~al, 'member of the Senate Judic iary
the planners are behlOd Committee, Wright said that the
schedule, according to Wright. COL4
The commission was supposed to GO TO P.15, •
. deliver a comprehensive plan for '.. ,'.' ., .,_, ..,..;.... , ,. '
"':.~ ' -.1- ~ .. _,.;_.. ,*~..~ , .,.'<,'.' '., ~:..'" "1>': _' >•• >_~·s.':i;l."fIi '.:>t: "'~...,.",. '...~.':,#.~:.."~~Jo' -'.~ -••. '" 4- ..r~
'We
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LAW STUDENT RESUMES
* * A Specialty of The Resume Place. Inc. * *
FIRST. CLASS QUALITY IN TYPESETTING
~ORD PROCESSING. PRINTING. Personal, profe;
sional assistance in selection of format, use of type
throughout the resume. Over 16 years' experience with
typesetting resumes for lawstudents! Skilled in answering
questions. handling format problems. and selecting a
typestyle to best present your copy.
THREE YEARS DISK STORAGE - FREEl Original
typesetting range: $40 to- $49.50. Update cost in six
months (based on addition of new job and up to five
other line changes): $25.00. Printing and matching paper
and envelopes: extra.
All major credit cards accepted. Fast turnaround! Normal
timing: 3 days. (24-hour and 48-hour rush services
, available.)
NOTE: If you are planning to. update your resume in
August . come in early and beat the rush! Placement
Office has brochures describing our service, prices and
samples.
THE RESUME PLACE
810 - 18th Street, NW
(near 18th & H Sts.)
Washington, D.C. 20006
Just dial: RES-UMES
737-8637
Pieper gives something in
addition to what is due,
expected, or customary
in a Bar Review Course.
This extraordinary effort
makes the difference.
For more information contact
your Pieper Representative or
, telephone:
(516) 747·4311
I,
"
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Library News'
ODDSANDENDS
The Jacob Burns Law
Library welcomes comments and
questions regarding library
services. A suggestion book is
maintained on the guard's desk
at the main entrance to the
library. All comments and
questions will be answered.
Q: Why are ~here - no LEXIS
training sesarons at or on
weekends? '.
A; There are evening training
sessions from 8-9:30 pm -on
LEXIS andWESTLAW. A
reference librarian conducts the
personalized lessons at least
twice a month for a maximum of
five students in each session.
Sign up at the main circulation
desk in the. LEXIS and'
WESTLAWreservation binders.
Check the binders for specific
times and da tes.
Q: Let's keep Infotrak! The
microfilm version is hard to
read and its subject indexing
system is difficult. .
A; The two Infotrak terminals
on the main floor index tables
are in the library on an
experimental basis. This
indexing on ,Infotrak is identical
to the .Curren t Law Index,
available in hard copy, and the
Legal Resources Index, available
on the microfilm reader. The
only advantage Infotrak offers is
the capability to print out a
copy of the selected citations.
But the information on the
Current. Law Index and the'
Legal Resources Index is more
current than InCotrak, and it
starts coverage in 1980, two
years earlier than Infotrak..........- .....
For reasons of simple
charit~ the NO FOODAND NO
BEVERAGES RULE of the
library was not always enforced
strictly during the exam period.
But it is now March, and we
must return to regular library
protocol, which, for very good
reasons, prohibits food and
drink in the library.
Library staff members will
remind you of this importa~t
and universally enforced rule, if
necessary. Better still, why not
uvoid a potentially embarrassing
situation and simply obey T~
RULEand enjoy ;your snacks 10
the specially deSignated areas.
•• •• ••••••••• • •
The Law Library has a
collection of CAl programs
which may be used on the
Library IBM-PC. They were
prepared by the Center for
Compu t e r Assis ted Le~a I
Instruction (CCALI) and cover
subjects such as evidence
(including one on the hearsay
rule), torts, and civil procedure.
Also available is a program
on WESTLAW Query
Formulation. It begins with a
hypothetical problem and guides
the user through the query
! formulation process and basi,c
search techmques. The user s
query is entered just as it would
tie on WESTLAW, and the
retrieved cases appear Just as
they would on WESTLAWlts~lC.
For more informatlon,
contact Eleanor DeLashmitt, the
Associate Librarian for
~ Research, on the library's lirst
floor. '.
Lockwood Day
On Wednesday, March 12
1986, the. Law Association Co;
Women WIll celebrate the fihh
:In!1ual Belva Lockwood Duy
This day is in honor oC Belv~
LockWOOd, the Cirst woman
gradua~e .0C the NLC. The
L.A.W: mvrtes you to join us in
honormg her ~ilioneerinl{ spirit.
. Although the NLC prOUdly
~.l':ll!DSLockwood as its own, her
mltlal. attempts to enter Geo~
Washington University s
Columbian College or Law were
reburred~ Her 1871 application
was rejected because her
.presence .wou Id distract the
lmale) students. When she did
complete her le~al studies, her
diploma was Withheld because
her classmates objected to
graduating with a woman. Cklly
after ap-pealing to the
University s ex-officio presidP..n~
Ulssess S. Grant, did Lockwood
receive her diploma.
In 1879, Lockwood was
admitted to practice beCore the
United States Supreme Court.
Nonetheless, in the case oC In
re Lockwood, 154 U.S.1l6 (1894),
the Supreme Court upheld a
Virginia decision denying her
admission to the Virginia Bar.
Virginia's statute prOVided that
any person admitted to practice
in the District of Columbia
could also practice in Virginia.
However, Virginia courts had
construed the term "person" in
the statute to mean mule.
Throughout her career
Lockwood campaigned to achieve
Cull voting rights for womenand
blacks. She co-founded
WaShington's first suUrage
group and in 1884 and in 1888
she ran for President oC the
'United States. Her nomination
marked the first time a woman'
active ly campaigned for th~
presidency and the first time a
woman received votes.
If you are interested in
more inCormation about Belva
Lockwood, a display has been
set up in the second Cloor oC
the Burns Library.
Unmarriage'
able Women
The New York Times
recently rep'0rted a study
showing that '.women who dofer
marriage to go to college and
pursue a career are finding that
by the time they decide to
marry the marriage mark,?t has
in elCect evaporated, and
estimates are that the
percentage who will go childless
will be almost couple the
Depression era's all-:tlme high oC
2396. h tThe study shows t a
college-educated white women
who are unmarried by age 25
have only a 5096 chance of
marrying; those who are
unmarried at 30 have only a 30%
chance· those who reach 35 .
unmarried have only a 5.496
chance. those beyond 40 only a
1.3% chance.
. TIle changes over the past
few years have been drclmatic.
"Whereas only 996 of college-
educated women born in the
inid-1920's never got :narrled, it
appears that 2296 or college-
eaucated women born In the
mid-1950's can- be expected to
never marry." Contrary to
ular myth, the average age
~ a woman to marry [2-tl haS
remained about the same. ~~
~~
~
THE PROFESSIONAL
TYPING aDdWORD PROCE88JNG
CENTER
Lega. t1pl ne
reaumes-cover letters-tbeses-
dl.aertatloaa-tena papers
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
RUSH JOBS A SPECIALTY
. WE'VE IIO'EDI
Hear Campus, 2021 L at., x •••
aulte 250
1887-0771]
BounJ Waeltda18 ... - f &-a
sat. 10 .. - 5 pa
Do You Work on
The Capital Hill OUlpter or
the GW Law Assoctat lon (our
a lumm assoc lat ton] invites <til
lllW students who are cUrt'cntly
working on the lUll to join the
cha(lt~r. and participate in its
scuvrues. In the past )~ ~
Capital Hi II Chapter has
sponsored luncheons featuring
speakers such as U.S. Attorney
Genera I Joseph DiGcnovtt,
Conltressman Michael Burnes.
and ~teve Ross. General Cou~1Cl
{or the Clerk oC the House ot
Representatives. Th~ year, on
March 25, the Chapter Is
sponsoring a Joint luncheon with
the D.C. Olapter of the Fcdorlll
Bar ASSOCiation teoturlng
Sollcitor General Fried. -
1be Olapter has over 100
members and Ine lude a both
alumni and students. Students
who currently arc working on
the Hll1 or who work tor
legislative agencies such as
Clinic
Open House
It you are Interested in
participating in any ot tho
cllnical progrulnS avallablo to
second and third yeur students,
please come to the Clinic ~n
Houser. on ThUrsday, Alurch 27,
trom J:OO to 6:00 pm.
The clinic oUlces 4N
located in the basement ot
Stockton lIall. ReSfrcshmcntslas well as application for.11.'llUll
and inCormlltlon will be
provided. Interviews Celn alllO
be scheduled.
1lle Advocate, Page 5
Capitol Hill?
GAO. OT.\, and the Lfbrdry or ,
Congrcss, and Ceo. can join by
writing Elliot C. Chabot,
Olapter Secretary, U.S. liouse
ot- Representatives. Com:nlUee
on liousu Administrallon, 1t1-693
liouse Ottlca BJllding Annex 1,
Washington, D.C. ~OSI~ or
caUln.: hl-n at 22S-0:117. lllOnt
are no membership duos.
Members will receive nowslotlOl'S
Infor:nJng thom ot Chapter
6lclivJtles and those who Join
now will receive a copy ot tho
membership dlroctory to bo
distributed In March.
The luncheon featurlnK
Sollcltor Genaral fried on Mard't •
25, Is open to mol1lben and
non-mcrnbors. It w11lbe hold In
the nan Sonato Ottl~ Dulld1nC.
Tho luncheon'. prlCG h.u not
boon determined. Furth.t
Infocrnatlon and raenaUonl CIn
be obtained trom Toro.a
o-awtotd at 618-tWto.
NLC Closed 3/22
Thft La, Cent"t will beclose(f, - In. t. ontlrety, on
SAturday, March n, nB8. 'n\1a
Is nQcossltatod by a roqu~t
tor a thoroulh chock ot tho
onllro oloctrlcal .yltem
throughout the lAw Conter
cO"lllox. As a ""sull, thoro will
bu no olQctrlclty, bollt, otc:., In
NLCbulldl~"'.
Due to this uluc:trJc:al
lnterr\lllllon, the cOC11lUtOrswill
bu shutdown trom 5:00 pm on
Fridny, \I.rch 2~J until JllOO
noon on SundAy, •• fch 13. Any
quost lona reltArdlnl thh
alwtdown should bo cacJ<1ruSMd to
Clark Millor.
__ ..:.o.::::.aJI- __ ..I'(;
-:. ~" " .
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Student Assists Father in PAc Governorship .Campaign
by Robert D. Jacobs
While most members of the
NLC class of 1986 have their
sights on May 18, one would-be
member of that class, Chris
caseYh is more concerned aboutwhat appens on May 20. That
is the date of the Pennsylvania
J?rimary, and young Casey hopes
It will. result - in Pennsylvania
Democrats choosing his father,
Robert P. Casey,. as the
Democratic, nominee" for the
g 0 v ern 0 r 's 'm a n s ion. in
Harrisburg.
Casey, who' would. have
graduated from the NLCon. May
18 with the rest of his
classmates, opted to postpone
his ~raduation in order .toassist
in hIS father's campaign, It was
a decision that Casey spent
much time contemplating.
In a recent telephone
interview with 11Je Advocate, 00
said, "I. went back and forth in-
my mind as to what I wanted to
·do. I was thinking about
waiting out the primary, and
hoping for the best, but when
, (I) realized that we would have
·competition in the primary, I
. thoughtdt. would be best to get
· involved now." . . '
Lacking', his J. D. by only
one semester, Casey plans to
reapply to tne NLCJ•. with hissights set on a May, 1987
graduation. .He must reapply,
generally a mere formality,
because the NLCdoes not grant
a leave of absence in these
situations.
Casey said the NLC
administration was quite
cooperative in. his dectston,
"They (the administration) said
it was fine,"Caseysaid. He
added, "(ThIS situation) is not
unheard of." .
'2000 PenrJsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, n.c. 20006
, Among the many
responsibilities that Casey
carries asa member of the
Casey. for Governor team are
insuring that the details for tOO
fund raisers around the state
have been ironed out, checking
with the people that hold the
fund raisers, after the event, to
make sure the money collected
goes to the right place,
organizing mass. mailings, and
serving as his . father's
represen ta t ive a t- various
functions. .
"For direct solicitation, you
have to . have', -Reople who are
well-connected,' stated Casey.
'!The' idea was to have a person
from the family in fund raising.
.I do a certain amount of direct
solicitation, but not a whole
lot. " . ,
,Sometimes, the grind of
the campaign can take its toll.
Casey estimated that he and his
co-workers spend. about ten,
hours a day in the office during "
the week and five. hours on
Saturday and Sunday. Casey
confessed that' there is "not
much of a personal life" .during
the campai~n;but' he" enjoys it
because "it s a family effort."
He described. working on his
,father's behalf as "a labor of·
love. "
. - Two' independent polls have
shown that the senior Casey, a
1956 graduate of the NLC and a
former auditor general of
Pennsylvania, has a comfortable
lead over hIS' opponent in the
primary, former Philadelphia
district attorney Edward G.
Rendell. A Hickman-Maslin poll,
taken near the end of January,
showed Casey leading 32 to 23
percent, and a February
Cambridge Survey Research poll
showed a 48 to 21 percent lead.
,When this subject was
mentioned to young Casey, he
acknowledged that camRaign
workers "were on a high. He
noted the endorsements that his
father had received. which
included those from the state
Democratic part¥, Pittsburgh
Mayor Richard Cahguiri, former
Pennsylvania Governor Milton
Shapp, and former Pittsburgh
Mayor Pete Flaherty.
When asked about the
position of the embattled Mayor
of Philadelphia, W. Wilson
Goode, Casey said "He's
supporting Rendell. However,
we don't see it as a dra wback,
. bu t as something positive.
Rende 11 was saying that we were
the organization candidate, but
his argument is weakened now."
Polls also show the Casey
campaign trouncing Rendell in
western Pennsylvania. . Casey
was asked to explain this
considering the fact that hi~
father is f rom Scranton in
eastern Pennsylvania. "It'~ no
accident; ,it comes from 20 years
of work 10 state government"
Casey said. He continued, "(My
father) has developed a stron
(statewide) reputation. He wa~
auditor general for eight years
(1968-1976), whereas Rendell has
only been a district attorney
from Philadelphia."
The Republican side of the
ticket will likely be represented
by. current Lt. Governor William
(BIll) Scranton. .HIScandidacy
has already been endorsed by
the state's Republican party, and
he comes from a well-known
political family •.
As for his 0wn future
plans, Casey reiterated that he
plans to finish la w school at tre
NLC in the spring of 1987, and
then take ,the Pennsylvania bar,
an d . be g In practice as an
associate with the Philadelphia
law firm of Di lwor th.. Paxson
Kalish, and Kauffman. But, h~
admitted that if his father takes
up residence in Harrisburg for
f ". t. our years, I may "have an
Impact on my career. Casey
concluded, "Yes, I could see
(myself) working in state
gover~ment~ (If things work
out), It would be an mteresting
possibility: "
Doing·Well White Doing Good
by Michael Goldsmith .
"You can do well by doing \
good", was the message' at an
Equal Justice Founda t ion
sponsored pro-bono program.
Representatives from several'
major law firms made it clear to
the crowd of about 75 who
attended the March 5 foruin
"You don't have to leave your
idealism at. the door after being
hired by a large law firm."
The .prospects of engaging
in pro-bono activities are far
greater for lawyers associated
with large law firms, according
to William Bradford, a partner
who spoke for Hogan &: Hartson,
at smaller firms there is "less
opportunity for public interest
work. Big' Firms have the
luxury •••of offering much greater
opportunities" for work in that
area." Besides "getting better
cases", a large. firm 'has the
resources to offer time off with
pay to associates to pursue pro-
bono public interest activity.
Bingham Leverich, a partner
at Covington &: Burling, stated
his firm encourages all lawyers
to involve themselves with pro-
bono work, and the v as t:
majority do so. Pro- Bono
activity takes up about 1096 of
the total chargeable hours at
. Covington •. Lawyers are given
-wide latitude to do pro-bono
work, and he' or she is expected /
to treat it as if it were a
paying case. This means that
all . the firms facilities are
available to the lawyer, and the
case is supervised by a: partner.
A-BA e armons specify a
- percentage of a lawyers time
which should be devoted to t>ro-
bono activity. However, thIS is
'not the only reason why law
firms allow their attorneYs to
engage in non-billable activities.
Pro-cono' pursuits are in the
best interests of ..the firm.
According to Chuka Mayer, a
senior associate at Winthrop &:
Simpson, (a large New York
firm),charitable legal action is
an excellent opportunity for a
firm to give new associates
their own clients, as well as the :-
practical hands on experience
that ~oes with such
r e spons Ibf Hty, The young
Iawyers gain experience they,
just would not receive at .such
an 'ear ly stage in their careers.
, Mr. Bradford echoed this
sentiment. He noted a
correlation 'between "pro-bono
and people who succeed at the
firm [Hogan and Hartson]. They
are confident, aggressive, and
think beyona narrow career
advancement. Many become -
partners and professors, such as
Professors Perter Raven-Hansen
and Roger Trangsrud.
Jeanie Carmadella, a first
year associate at Wilmer &:
Cutler, said that her employers
"officially encourage" pro-bono
activity, andtraditionaUy
devotes six to nine percent of
its total billable hours to such
causes. Once. the firm accepts
the case, it is. "treated as if it
were a real paying case. Doing
such work fresh out of law
school is "not too scary,"
according .to Ms. Carmadella,
since "there is a' tremendous
support network •. Partners help
you, and, will give great feed
back," Even law professors get
into the act according to Ms.
Carmadella,. especially if the
case ranges onto a frontier of
la w within the professors ..
expeettse.. , .
There is. perhaps a more
fundamental ratIonale why'
associat.es should engage in at ..
least some.pro.-bono·activity. It
can be. "Cxcltingaswell .as
rewarding. . ...• . ". .'
According 'to Mr.'Leverich,
Covington has prevailed in cases
advocating the rights of'
prisoners. complaining about
crue.1, anqinhumane living
condItIons lnLorton. Covington
has also scored impressive
victories working with Mitch
Snyder's ~nter for .Creative
Non-Violence protecting the
rights of the homeless. Mr.
Bradford credits Hogan &:
Hartson for suing Prince
George's County to desegregate,
aiding the ACLUto prevent the
censorship of text books along
religious fundamentalist grounds,
and engaging in various civil
'rights battles •. These "legal aid
and class action cases provide
trainin~ opportunities for young
-Iawyers" as well as serving the
community,said Mr; Bradford.
"Its not difficult to find pro-
bono cases," said Caryl Pines, a
para-legal and Coordinator of
Covin~ton's Public Service
Act ivtttes, "In the area of
poverty law, there are three
times as . many problems as
programs, and Gram- Rudman
threatens the remaining
programs with extinction."
A lawyer interested in public
service legal work need only
call the ABANational Pro-Bono
Coordinator, the D.C. (or any
local .Bar Association) or the
clerk of the local court to be
hooked up 'with a potential
client or organization in need of
free legal services, according to
I Ms. Pines. .
One need not -only be a city
la wyer to be surrounded by pro-
bono opportunities. "Contact
the local legal services staff
attorney," advised Mr. Pines.
".If in Texas for example," said
!dB. Pines, "one could represent
Immigrants or aliens. Migrant
~or~'ers laboring under cruel
and inhumane conditions need
help. in rural areas, and poor
people being' reJected from
hospitals" . is -both a rural and
urban ..'
problem. . .... .
"Look around you.' Read the
newspapers.' Look around and
see ff ~ople's rights are being
. ~iC?lated,tl concluded Ms. Pines.
. FInding clients is too easy part.
The rest is dedication and hard
work."
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Faculty to Select In-House Chairs
bYRobert D. Jacobs
In an attempt to honor
ccomplished scholars on the
aLe faculty, a proposal
forwarded by t!le Committee on
\r"\f'lointments was. app~o~ed byhe faculty, prO~Jldlng. a
t echanism for selectmg two m-
~ousechairs, The discussion of
the appropria~e procedure to use
, the selection dommated the
~onthlY faculty meeting on
F bruary 21. .
e Speaking on behalf of the
roposal was Prof. Glen Weston.
~cston atated lthat, "We've (the
Committee) gone, through, many
draf ts, and ~e ve cons,tdered
any alternative plans. He
~dded, "The propQs~~ plan is the
most fair and efficient of any
alternative plan." .
Weston stated that the
crite~~a involved in selecting
who IS to rece tve the chairs is
similar to that for tenure status.
Ac'cording to Weston, the
procedure 'chosen by t he
Committee on Appointments
gives great weight to scholastic
achievement, emphasizing
in ternalional and national
recognition.' .
Under this proposal, the
vote will be by secret ballot,
thereby dispensing with
"inherently divisive" debate and
discussion. The two chairs will
not be tied to any particular
field, and no financial re ward '
will go along with the chairs.
However, this was not the
only procedure proposal for
se lect ing the chairs. . An
alternative proposal suppor-ted
by Profs. Gerald Caplan, Ralph
Nash, Arnold Reitze, Elyce
Zenoff, and Luise Zubrow, was
put before the faCUlty.
According to the proposal's
chief spokespe rson, Prof.
Zubr'o w, there was concern with
the Committee on Appointments'
procedure because it did not
allow for a faculty committee to
have any input. Zubrow stated
that the alternative proposal
would have an elected committee
of faculty, whose functions
would include collecting
information on the slate of
• candidates, making selections
. where someone is deserving, yet
unpopular, -and narrowing the
field of candidates.
. Weston's response' to the
alternative pro,posal was that it
was "divisive, and that the
Howto
With the American Express" Card
you can buy everything from new
spectacles to some pretty ,specta~-
ular clothing. The latest III audio
equipment and the latest albums.
The Card is the perfect way to pay
for just ab<itit anything you'll want
. during college.
How toget the Card
before you graduate.
Because we believe that college is the first
sign of success, we've made it easier for you
to get the American Express Card. Graduating
students can get the Card as soon as th~)'
accept a no ,000 career-oriented job. If you re
not graduating this semester, you can apply
for a special sponsored Card. Look for
student applications on campus. Or call
1-8oo-THE' CARD,and tell them ),ou want
a student application.
The American Express Card.
Don't leave school without it:M'
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"I,ICommittee on Appointments'plan was superior. He continued
to maintain that the procedure
he spoke f or had the twin
virtues of simplicity and
fairness.
When the matter was
opened to full faculty discussion,
Prof. Barkley Clark noted that
the alternative proposal provided
for peer review, while the main
proposal did not. He indicated
that peer review had been used
while he was on the law.faculty
at the University of Kansas.
Prof. Peter Raven- Hansen stated
that he "was not familiar with
other faculty members' scOOlarly
work," and that the
"informational end needled) to
"be addressed." He suggested that
a committee could function to
accumulate information on a
candidate's scholarly work,
Clark stated that peer review
had served this function at
Kansas.
Weston replied that it
would be an "enormous
undertaking" to ask a three
person committee to review
three to four persons each, and
that there would be no need for
peer review.
Caplan one of the
supporters 01 the alternative
proposal, stated that the
d tvts lveness issue must be
addressed. He saidi "Wher~ ,wehave a pool of equa ly qual ifled
individuals, we should seek out
the process that reaches
conclusion expeditiously."
Prof. Maximilian Pock
voiced concern over "the
"exaggeration of the honor,' He
suggested that the c;mly
advantage. of, the corn~lttee
would be· as a condu It of
inf orrna tion. " His fee ling was
that the quantity of information
tha t the committee would
produce would have insignificant
effect, while the process would
involve an excessive allocation
of time. , h hSeeing problems WIt ~ e
specifics of the a lternat ive
proposal, yet recogruz ing some
merit to it, Prof. John. Banzhaf
made a motion to substitute the
alternative proposal for that
forwarded by the Committee on
~pointments. FoIlowlng some
discussion, the mot ion was
defeated. It was shortly after
this that the faculty adopted too
nrocedure of selection tor the
in-house chairs drafted by the
Committee on Appointments.
In other matters:
1) Profs. Clark and ~ubrow were
elected representatives to the
faculty senate.
2) Newly elected SBAPresident
Jonathan Welch made a request
to the faculty that tac~lty
attend commencement exercises.
The request was supported by
Dean Jerome Barron, whostated
that it was 'a positive "moral;,
factor for students and faculty.
3) Two new courses were added
t the Government Contracts
~o ram: A two-credi t course10 gbe called Gov.e~llment
Contracts Cost and PriCing, and
a three-credit. course. to be
called Administration of
Government Contracts.
4) There was' pasiage of .a
resolution drafted by Prof. Dlfvld
Robinson bestowin~ EmerItus
status on Prof. DaVid weaverlwho is retiring at the cn9 0
this aeademic year after thlrty-
six years as a member of the
NLCfaculty.
I
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'Departures Announced at Clinics
By Donald Mooers
At the end of this
semester, George Washington is
losing two respected clinical
professors, Richard Boswell and
David Medine. ' .
Both Boswell and Medine
are headed for the state of
Indiana--Boswell to Notre Dame
and Medine to Indiana
University, and work as
associate proressors-on tenure'
tracks, positions each aspired to
here at the Law Center but
were denied by the faculty
dur-Ing the present confused
sftuatton surrounding the clinics.
Each will carry a teaching load
of both substantive and clinical
courses. .
Presently, the school's
position toward clinical faculty
reflects the thinking that these
der is kept bac tage b
J
Y
·ef O'Hara (Limn Sweeney.
'Also shown Cece Ibson
Professors
"Slated for
.Temporary
"Absence
Next year,' the 1986-87
academic school-year, a number
of, professors will be on leave of
absence or sabbatical for all or
art of the year. It has been
reported that among these
rofessors are professors
Schecter.!. Seligma.n, Raven-
,Hansen, Cheh, Dienes, Solomon
and Zenoff., It was not possible
to obtain the exact timing of all
the professors' absences or their
plans during their absence. 1be
Advocate has, however, learned
of some of the professors' plans.
Professor Schechter is
taking a leave of absence for.
. the full school year to practice
law in Boston.
Professor Seligman will
spend the full school year
teaching law at The University
of Michigan.
Pr ofessor Cheh will be
spending the fall semester on
s a b bat ic ai, a t the ,U.S•
Attorney's Office. She will be
prosecuting cases in the
Crimminal Division.
Professors Dienes and
Zenoff will both take sabbaticals
to work on articles they wish to -
publish. Professor, Dienes' will
write, on the first amendment
and Professor Zenoffon the
crimminal responsibility of
minors. Both intend to be absent
from teaching for one semester.
It has also been reporte
that professors Raven- Hanse
and Solomon will take time off
from teaching at the N.L.C. nex
year.
people are replaceable, thus,
.negat ing the need for tenure in
the clinic. This view, howeverris not, shared by the ful
faculty.
One associate, professor
expressed outrage that .two of
the most competent people in
the Law Center want to stay
but must leave because no
opportunity for advancement
exists for them here. '
"The argument that good
clinical faculty are easy to find
is a fallacy. People like David
and Richard are going to be
hard to, replace."
Medine and Boswell offered
Similar reasons for 'their leaving.
Medine said, "I was looking fora tenure track position while
still doing clinic work. Indiana
offered me the combination.
The fact that the clinic proposal
is in a state of flux took a part
in the decision." .
Boswell added, "The biggest
reason was that it wasn't cfear
what was going to be happening
to the request that we had made
about the status of teachers in
the clinics. I've been here for
a fairly long period of time; and .
I figur~d that the, longer it
takes forme to get a tenure
track position, the longer it will
take me to get a tenured
postt ion, All the positions I
Int erv le wed for around the
country were tenure track
positions. " ,
. Each felt his most
s Ignff Icant contribution came
WIth the creation of a, new
clinic. Medine began the
Consumer Litiga.tion Clinic in
1984 to handle the more
difficult, consumer cases that
could not be mediated by the
Consumer. Help Mediation Clinic.
;, "The clinic has hit stride
since Jul,r. 1st," Medine said. He
added, " Since then we have
obtained judgments for
consumers in excess of $150,000.
Together with the Consumer
Help Mediation Clinic, we will
have saved consy.me,~s ov~r
$200,000 this year." .
Boswell saw his most
important contribut.ion .as
establishing the ImlOl~ratwn'
Clinic, and 'helping to aevelop
its national reputation. Boswel l
expressed regret about leavlnl!
the program, bu t he be lieves it s
in good shape.
Bos well offered this
observation in support of
increased res,eect for clinical
faculty. "fhe GW clinics
proposal fits in with what I saw
at other schools. These schools
do not make distinctions
(between clinical and other
faculty). The better schools,
and the ones I (have) come in
contact wit~, treat them as
equals." 'N YU, UCLA, and
Boston College were among
,----
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those schools he mentioned t
"already made decisions abo
what they are going to do w'
their clinics that don't ha
those distinctions. Thoughn
clear to me, I hope that t
school will come to the sa
conclusion. "
"At no school that I visit
did they have a situation whe
faculty in the clinics could n
participate in faculty rreeting
Boswell said that t
hardest part of his decision
leave concerned the stUdents
GW. "I feel that the studen
are what make it for me."
"It's, been a great thr
years," Medine cone luded, "
only regret is that the scho
'did not create a clinical tenu
system in time for me."
Immigration Clinic.
to Stay
By Donald Mooers
Professor Eric Sirulnik
announced last week that the
Immigration Clinic will continue
to operate next year, despite
the resignation of its present
director1 Richard Boswell.. "I nope to get someone of
Harvard caliber interested in
public interest law" to replace
, Boswell, a 1979 graduate of the
NLC, Sirulnik said.
Sirulnik's announcement is
especially relevant in the wake
of last semester's fiasco with
the Latino Project. That
program, which received Similar
oral, support, was .disbanded
despite funding reportedly
received by the Law Center that
would have ensured its
continued vitality.
When apprised of rumors in
the school that Boswell's leaving
would mark the end to the
Immigration Clinic," Sirulnik
replied, ,"Absolutely not, the
Recycle Cans for Good Cause
by Deb Swanstrom
, .
As Americans, we are
known for our waste. We are
highly energy consumptive and
contribute to the waste disposal
problem disproportionately in
relation to other countries.
Many of us add life with a Coke
or take the Pepsi challenge on a
daily basis.
Rather than throwing the
remnants of our soda habit in a
garbage' can and forgetting
about it, with a little time and
effort, these cans could be
turned into useful material with
a considerable savings in energy.
The recycling of· aluminum
produces a 97 percent savings in
energy when compared with the
processing of virgin materials. •
The Environmental' Law
..Association has initiated a
recycling program for aluminum
cans at the NLC. There are
receptacles for your cans in
both first floor lounges and also
in the third floor lounge. The
proceeds from this program go
to the Boys' and Girls' Club of
Washington, Eastern Branch.
. The Club provides an after-
school care program for area
.children, many of whom come
from single parent families. _
,If you happen to read the
.paper while drmking your soda, .
yO~ c~n save ev~~ ~o~e"~~ergy
by re"cyclin~ your newsprint.
The recychng of newsprint
produces a 23 percent savings in
energy compared with the
processing of virgin materials.
If you save your cans and
newsprint at home, there are
many ar ea recycling centers
which· either provide the
recyc ling service on a volunteer
ba'sis· and contribute the
proceeds to charities, or ,will
pay you for your cans or
newsprint. Tl}ese centers include:
·For D.C. resfdentss
1) Capital Hill Recycling
'Project, 13th Street S.E.
be tween D and E. Streets,
accepts newspaper and aluminum
cans the first Saturday of each
month between 9 a.m. and 3
p.m. .
2) Dupont Circle Ecology
.CorporatIon}. 25th Street, N.W.,'
be tween M and N Streets,
accepts cans' and newspapers
every. weeked fro'm 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. '
3) Premium Distributors,
located at 3550 New York Ave.,
N.E.
For Maryland residents:
1) Giant Food Stores at many
Maryland locations maintain 24
hour newspaper recycling bins.
Proceeds are donated to the
United Way Campaign.
2) River Road Iron and Metal
Company, 3401 Kenilworth Ave.
Immigration Clinic wi
con tinue." He acknowledg
that "Richard will be ve
difficult to replace."
The Immtgr at ton Clin
provides essential representati
for indigent clients before t
Immi~ration and Naturalizati
Servlce, Immigration Judges,
the federal court system.
. "The Immigration Clinic
a national reputation. Weha
cases from all over t
country," Boswell said. "
ha ve good cases to use f
educat ional purposes as well
good cases for lawreform.
'nave the longest-Iasti
immigration clinic in t
country,"
Professor Sirulnik said u
- he has already begun .
'informal search' for candidat
to replace Boswell, a search
he feels will proceed smoothl
He would give no target da
for completion of the search.
in Bladensburg, will pay you f
your aluminum cans.
3) Montgomery Sci-
Corporation, 15000 Southla
Ln., Rockville, will buy yo
ne wsparers and aluminum cal
as weI as many other kinds
metals.
4) Prince George's Scrap Inc
5408 Greenbelt Rd., Colle
Park, will pay. you for yo
aluminum cans. .
5) The Maryland Bevera
Industry Recycling Program hr
established many locations f
the r e c y c lin g 0 f g Ias
newspaper, and aluminum ca
and will pay you for them. Ca
. 770-3838.
For Virginia residents:
1) Alexandria Sera
Corporation, 2324 Mill Rd
Alexandria, buys aluminum in a
forms.
2) Davis Industries1 Inc., 316th St., Arlington, WIll buy
forms of aluminum.
3) Tyson's Corner Recyclin
1524 Spring Hill Rd., McLea
will buy all grades of offic
paper, newspaper, aluminum an
glass.
4) Reynold'S Mobile Recyclin
Centers have four locations fo
aluminum recycling. Ca.ll 228
2525.
In addition, all Safeway stor
maintain 24 hour depositories.
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Law Revue Review
by Greg Galterio
~!!rl~ Tom Dienes (Stuart
ISC
1
.er) cont'emplates the
app rcatfon of the Commerce
:J
I
dCia ws with Vince MacMohan(Alan Safran). ,
f!,
Steve !'az.!Ul1being put to work
as David setdelson,
of "W' .
First there was Band Aid. La wyeer !?on.t Nee? Another
then came USAfor Af ' 'h t iltt l In w h ic h some. r ica, Live os 1 It tes were vented at tb
Aid, and Farm Aid. Each event modern legal system. The Lawe
was a ,glowmg success in its Revue- Band was markedly better
o~vn, r-Ight, raising tens of and lesmll11Qnsof dollars and more for has b s oV,erpowering than itt h een In previous
~o~finelts. c a use son t wo ~~hanci~g the quality of ~~f~l
On S e musica l numbers.
aturdaYl March 1 in ,Some members of the
,th~ t rad It ion or: these t~uly ~udlence experienced difficulty
phIlanthropIC happenings, the In un~erstanding the dia loaue
cast of tl}e 1986 Law Revue set (espectatly during the musi~al
ol;lt t,P rarse money for "Jerry's numbers) and expressed their
KIds, and appropriately titled fru~trat~on in atterrpting to read
the collective effort LAWAID. Iyr Ics In the dark. Others
AltJ.1ough J:he LAWAIDextrayaJ5anza actually resulted in expressed mild distaste with
a def tctt of, ten dollars due to a respect to tho -more crass antics
small numerical oversi~ht in the of the evening. The majority
1-800-L!,-~AIDhot ttne, It yielded ho wever" pre rerred to dispel
large div ldends In laughter for a such cr tt tctsms in the interest
near-packed Lisner Auditorium of good fun, and praised the
Aside from a small numb·er true, ,accomplishment of the
of .unwarranted c.omments and .part.IClpants in makin~ the show
msinuat IOns, the cast managed a SIngular contr Ibutfon to the
to poke some clean fun at the NLGCommumty.
professors). staffz and students There are' moments, fromof the NLv. Professor parodies LAWAIDthat some of us will
were a,t their' peak, with never rem~mber without a smile.
outstandtng performances given Though lIve never had the
by. Steve Pazan, as David pteasure of sHUnK (or standing)
SeIde Ison and, James Starr's: In ~~s c lass, I 11 always be
Mark Wigmore, as Caped far:rlllIar,WI,~h a few of Dave
Crusader John Banzhaf; and John Seide lson s Favorite Torts." I
Moore, as Boy Wonder Roger shall be forever guilty knowing
Schechter. that ~ might have been the
The combined talent of Inconstderate student who forced
these three impersonators Banzman to park the Banzmobile
surfaced in a hilarious spoof on on K ~treet the Saturday that
the "Batman" series in the the Riddler held out in thed f Moot· Court Room.' And if I
s<;con act 0 the show. Other ever have to defend myself I
flne portrayals were rendered by need only remember the dreaded
Steve Carlisle and Michael "Commerce Claws," as applied by
Werner, in their roles as "Curly." Tom Dienes the night he
Professor,s. Robert Park and . and. hIS partner, Gorgeous Joel
Donald Rothschild. . Sehgman, defeated Dave "The
,Congratulations, however, Executioner" Robinson and Big
~re In order to all actors and Jim Chandler for the PWATag
ImI?e~sonators for, providing the .Team Championship.
SPlrtt and enthusiasm that Perhaps LAWAID was
helped satisfy our semi~sadistic dwarfed. by its predecessors as
desire -to see friends and far as SIZ'7, scope, and calibre
teachers roasted. . - of entertammentare concerned.
. No less spirited were the . Its cause was concedely less
SIngers and dancers of Law . lofty. True, it raised less
Rev ue VIn. The c row d thresnonded most favorably to a :noney a!1 any other telethonF In the hIstory of mankind.
skIt entitled, "Cour.troom However, it did teach us that
Countdown," featuring Franc money Isn't everything when
Perry, Judybeth Greene, and Ana laughter is at stake, and in so L..::-::-::::.----::-------..J
Corrada that culminated in a doing granted the audience the - Mark W~ore (Iater portrayedpowerful delivery.by Mr. Perry speCIfic relief it sought. JOM Banzhaf) pr~ares for his Micha~~ his!ierolerner~undanel)'_ . " perfect match in "Matchmaker. n (Ol14B'6S .LU. as .u.al IkltIJdJDd.
. . Mandatory Attendance Rule for Profs?
by JOM F~ Banzhaf III ,Attendance During Reading . not put off until the last minute . 'Attendance at Exams
. . _ _ Period doing basic things like reviewing
Every few years some notes and resolving disputed When it comes to
students suggest tha~ law Most of the times when I anal;yses of hypot~etical attendance at examinations the
prof~ssors l?hould .be regulre~ to have been available during a questlOns. To reqUIre that argument in favor of manda'tory
rem.am avaII,able In ,theIr offICes reading period, no students came fac.ulty mem~ers b~ pres~nt professorial attendance is even
durIng readIng perIod, and' be by with questions. On some durmg the entire readmg perIod weaker. For this reason I'
pres'7
nt
at exams .to deal wi~h occasions there were a few to ary,swer these kinds of u~ually do not attend my own
pOSSIble typographleal errors 10 students, but, even with classes questions from a very small fmal exams, even when [ am
the exam and other problems. of well over 100, the highest number of students who should available to do so. In all my
Alt~ough ,an .earlier Advocate number of students with have asked them earlier is a years of writing exams I have
ar tIC Ie Indica ted that the questions during this I5-year never had a typographical error
majority of students did not period was6! misallocation of resources. which was serious enough to
favor such a requirement, a Typically the questions Wha t is even more affect the test, and [ have no
proposal to make such during reading perlOd went important, I fear, such a reason to believe that I am
attendance mandatory is. something like this: requirement would only' substantially better at preparing
apparently going to be "I'm going over my notes from encourage what is already a exams than my colleagues. The
submitted. September and I can't r~ad ~t foolish and counterproductive few such errors which occurred
During the' 15 years or so you said about an arm wrestlIng practice by some students of were recognized as such by the
that I have. been teaching at. the match. What was it? OR putting off their review and students, and did not require me
NLC, I have sometimes been in "Do you remember the carefulconsiderationof:naterial toavC?idgrad!ngthatparticular
my office during exams and hypothetical you gave the until the end of the term. This questlo~ or Issue :- whIch of
sometimes not, and once or second week of class 'about birth is a practice which law teachers cours.e IS the very sunplE'remedy
twice I proctored my own control polls.' My study group know is very dangerous because it thIS occ~rs.
exam. Likewise I have usually doesn't aaree on the answer. it makes the assimilation of new A serious problem which
been available during all or part What is if?" materials more difficult, and o~curs when a professor attends
of the reading period preceding In other words, virtually all results in student· who cannot hiS own exam. Some students
my exam. ' What I have found is of the questions which my and therefore do not participate are then prompted tc? ask
that my presence made virtually students have waited until '. inc lass, but ra ther try questions ,about the meanmg ot
no difference a.nd this is one of classes are over to. ask are desperate-ly to take copious a q.uestlOn, or, whe~her ,a
the reasons i would oppose a those which could have and notes with the hope of learning partIcular assumptlon mIght be
m a ~d a tory at ten dan c e should have been asked far all the material later. GOTO P.I0, COL.I
reqUIrement. earlier, if only the student had
I
1
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by Joe Admire.
[Ed. note: this is
article in a series
reform.]
the third
on prison
Up to this point, The
Advocate has examined some of
the problems which currently
bedevil our penal system. We
now turn to the question of
what can actually be done to
improve •.our prisons. ... .. '. ..
, When people" talk about
issues of penal reform, they
usually think in terms of what
goverrimentacan do. In too last
few years, however, private
business has shown that there is
. another path -to running prisons
cheaply and humanely, although
their way is not WIthout its
pitfalls •. This is referred to. as'
the "privatization" of the jails.
Private business concerns,
while they have by _no means
supplante d governmental
agencies -now run dozens of
jails and prisons at all levels
across the country. The
management of prisons might
seem a rather strange line of
business to get involved in, but
many companies have taken-up
the challenge at the request of
governments which are
staggeting under the $10 billion
per year burden of running
prisons, and have encountered
stitt resistance from voters to
the idea of financing further
publicly-operated facilities.
The firs t thing any
company does, of course, is to
conduct surveys to see where' its
services are needed. Justice
Systems, Inc., an Atlanta-based
firm, has analyzed all 3,041
American counties to see, which
'areas are most badly in need of
newer and better jails, ranked
them' for marketing purposes,
and targeted the 300+ counties
at the top of its scale.
, It then approaches those
counties and presents them with
off ers to finance construction of
new jails and make long-term
leases, on those jails. Juat lcer
Systems ,of (en . works In-
coord ina tt on with major.
financial concerns, such as E. F.,
Hutton. '
Involvement. of private
f Lr ms, of, eo u r s e , goes
c ons Ide r ab l y beyond mere
financing of new jails •
Nashville-based Corrections
Corporation of, America is a
good example. Its first major
project was the building and
operation of a jail for the
Immigration' and Naturalization
', Service near' Houston, which has
been in operation since May of
1984. The ' company .bf lls the
U.S. government at $33.25 per
head per day for incarcerating
prisoners in the permanent
facility, which is considerably
less than the government had
been spending to keep people in
crowded, maKeshift quarters.
Behavioral Systems SWC,
which operates on. the West
Coast, has been pulling in
revenues of $6 million dollars
per year for housing between
600 and 100 prisoners per day at
$25 per prisoner per day. This
represents a savings of between
two and three hundred percent
over the usual daily cost to
government of prison upkeep,
ATTENDANCE,FROMP.9
va lid, etc. The answers usually
se sm very ObVIOUS,as evidenced
by the fact that usually only
on , student asks for a particular
, tyoe of clarification.
. ~ut the dilemma for the
prof essor is then whether in
rs lrness he must make the same
announcement to the entire
class in 'the unlikely event that
some other student might· be
affected by it. When students
are taking exams in several
different rooms this is not only
~ifficult but -- my experience
Indicated -- very annoying to
the great majority of students·
who are able to use their
common-sense to understand the'
questions.
The SBA and individual
students in the past have also
, opposed having professors in the
classroom during final exams,
arguing that their presence
tends to be unnerving,
particular ly when they assist the
proctors in watching for
evidence of cheating. Although'
this argument by itself would
not dissuade me from voting for
a rule requiring professors to be
present at thetr own exams, /
students may well wish to'
constder it in forming their own
opiruons,
"~~ of Mandatory Attendance
Many of us teach, or. have. c
other university ..commitments
four to five days a week,
mak ing it difficu,H it>not'
Imposstble to travel dur-ing- the '
term (at least being shuttle
range) to attend conferences,
make oeeches, visit foundation
rei>resEmtatives, 'confer with
COlleagues, etc. . Reading; and '-',
finals period> often provide the. .
only major opportunity from
September through April for
, such activities, partiCUlarly when
we remember that most
conferences meetings, etc.
cannot be scheduled dur-ing the
Xmas-New Year holiday season.
Students should also
remember that many faculty
members chose law teaching,
ra therthan the much higher
salaries they could have' had in
private practice as former 'law
review editors from top law
schools, in part because of the
time free from fixed
commitments which teaching
gives them.
Requiring professors to
, remain at the law school for an
additional period of time may be
an important factor when the
NLC competes with other
schools to attract and even
retain top teachers.
Alt~atives to the Rule
Professors could arrange for
major Q&Aperiods. after their
classes are over" thus providing
for student questions. Others,
if they are going away, may
arrange to be available by
\?hone.Profs •. who cannot be
on call" . during- exams could
discuss their -e x ams with'
knowledgeable colleagues who
would be available to answer
questions.
In summary;Ahe need for
such a rule is .smaIl and the
problems of. not. having one
exaggerated; the . burdens and
costs _imposed by the rule would
be significant; and there are a
xarietyof alternatives.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
and has been achieved by strict
con trol of labor and lease costs.
Additionally, since the company
handles only prisoners convicted
of nonviolent offenses, ItS
guards areun~rmed, representing
a further saVIngs. ,
Another company, Security
Transport Inc., of Maryland, has
been seeking a'contract to haul
prisoners to and from jail.
Prison Health Services, Inc'Icurrently has health personne
under contract in 15 facilities
housing 5,000 inmates across too
nation. .
The entry of private
business into the prison market
has also, paved the way for
high-tech solutions to. such
critical problems as
ove rc ro wding. Nimcos , of
Boulder, ColoradO! for 'instance,
has a novel so ution to the
problem of how to keep
nonviolent offenders under house-
,arrest instead of coo.{>ingthem
up, expensively in jatts.. The
company has devised an
electronic system which has
been described as a "beeper in
I' eve r s e " wh i c hallow s
corrections personnel to' keep
track of all those prisoners who
have been confined to their
homes. ,
The company's cos t
estimate for a typical small
facility of 25 monitors keeping
track of 25 inma tes runs to a
yearly rent of $100,000 at a
ten ta tive - .eos t of $10 per
prisoner per day. ' Company
officials have in fact suggested
Monday, March 10, 198G
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MAKE THE"
SMART MOVE.
Wit~ Student Services Moving Co.
Our services and low-cost rates are
specially designed to match the needs of
young graduating professionals.
". Fully trained, experienced, and
responsible personnel
• Truck fleet ideal for apartment
and small-house moves
." One-day service to 22, states
seven days a week
• Licensed, fully insured eerrle»
• ,Successfully ";oved hundredll of
law, medical,'MBA, and Phi)
--graduates', ,_,
Compare our low rates. Call (703)
644-8786. for a free estimate. Service for'
'T'?yes' over a distance greater than 30
miles only, please~
~i~JI)I:~i SI:I~\'1C:I:S
- ov.ngCo •.-. . ICC license MC: ~4670
(70~) 644..8786
-- ......-...~-.....- --,----_.----._-:~"~
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Robinson Discusses Incidence, Legal Aspects ofAIDS
by Robert D. Jaco~~
As part of the' Law
Review's current legal issues
setlell, .NLC Prof. David
Robinson delivered a lecture
entitled "The Le~al Ramifications
of the AIDSCriS1S",on February
27 In addition to the legal
aspects of AIDS (Acquired
Immunity Deficiency Syndrome),
the veteran NLCprofessor also
discussed his involvement in the
issue and .the nature, of the
AIDSvirus. "
Robinson's interest in the
AIDS crisis grew out of nts
desire, as a member of the legal,
community, to help address the
current problem. .On sabbatical
last fall, Robinson's opportunity
came in the form of a case
before The United States
Supreme Court.
The case being reviewed,
Hardwick v.' Bowers, 760 F.20
. 1202 (11th Cir•. 1985)f involved
the conat ttut Iona lf ty of a
Georgia sodomy statute. The
statute prohibited both ora l and
anal sexual contact •.
The eleventh circuit held
that the statute did' infringe
upon the constitutional rights of
the plaintict, a practicing
homosexual, and that the st~te
then had the burden of showmg
a oompe Llf ng ~nterest in
restrtcttng that right, and that
the sodomy law was a properly
res t r a i ned met hod '0 f
safeguarding the state interest.
.The state of Georgia protested
that rUling~and hence! ~wers
v; Hardwic No. 85-14u, IS now
before the urt.
Robinson stated that his
interest in the case centered
around whether Georgia, or the
United States were' going .to
raise the 'question of AlpS
transmission. .' Robinson said,
"The state of Georgia said that
they werenot going to ra~se. the
question of AIDS.transm.1SSlon.
I then wrote to the Solicitor
General, Charles Fried,. who ,I
have known for a lon~-tlme, and
he said that he wasn t going to
file and amicus brief unless (a
federal agency) requested it. As
you can see, this is a politically
sensitive question." ,
After dtscussfng the matter
with various pubhcmterest
groups and obtain ing the
consent of the parties, Robinson,
filed his' brief. The thrust of
Robinson's argument is that t~e
AIDSvirus is causing a pu1;>llc
health '.crisis, with the : vu:us
being transmitted prlmarlly
through anal intercourse, and
that even though the states
cannot hope to totally, deter
such behavior, they must befree
to decide to discourage .tt, as
Georgia has' done. .'
The Robinson lecture also
provided a detailed breakdown
of the incidence of AIDS,.and
the nature of the AIDSv1rus.
At this point,. Robinsol}, noted
that the, term "AID~. Isa
misnomer' AIDS itself IS not. a
disease but as Robinson put u,
"is a t~rminal stage of a much
larger problem."
STOUT JOINS
FACUl TY
, ~an Barron 'hIlS ~nJl0Unced
that Lynn Stout has a.c<:epted
the faculty's offer to Jom the
National Law Center as an
Associate Professor of Law
beginning with the fall ~emester
or ,the 1986-1987 academlc year.
, The epidemiology of the
AIDS virus" according to data
accumulated by Robinson, is as
follows: 1) 94% male and 6%
female; 2) 73% homosexual and
bisexual males, 17% parenteral
(intrave~olfs) drug users, 2%
blood recipients, 1% heterosexual
contacts, 4% Haitians, and 3%
unknown risk factors. Robinson
indicated that Haitians have
since been removed as a grou~,
because many of those in this
group were simply homosexual
prostitutes out of economic
necessity. ",
One of the most alarming
aspects of the AIDS virus,
referred. to in medical circles as
HTLVIII, is that upon infection,
it produces an asymptomatic
carrier state,which includes
close to two million people in
the U.S. Also,' it is estimated
up to 2000 more people are
infected daily in the U.S.
· . There is also a dangerous
pre-antibody period. Robinson.
said, "There is a period (shortly
· after infection) where the body
has not produced antibodies.
The people (in this stage) will
give a negative test (for the
virus), but if you get their
blood, you're in trouble." .
Robinson 'indicated that the
asymptomatic carrier state can
either develop into AIDSrelated
complex (ARC) or AIDS itself.
In regard to those people who
have ARC, Robinson stated,
"These people have. symp~oms,
· which include fever, fat1gue,
sweatinf{, and pees Is t e n t
diarrhea.' As for the fmal
sta~e- ...AIDS--Robinson said that
it IS "defined bl( lethal tumors
and. infections. He further
added that family studies have
shown that it may be impossible
to contract the virus through
casual contact, and that fe~les
typically contract the VlrUS
through Intravenous drug use
and intercourse with bisexual
males. . . .
In turning to a dtscusston
about the legal issues involved
with AIDS, Robinson briefly
mentioned the problems that
have arisen in several areas,
inc luding employmen~. ann
occupational issues} the mllltary,
with its frequent CIOS~ contacts
and blood tr-anarus tons, and
public areas that spread the
disease, such as bathhouses •.
But the legal and pollcy
issue that Robinson spent the
most time discusslng .was
whether 'insurance. earners
should be permitted to screen
applicants for the virus. and
consider AIDSassociated rrsk 10
setting premlurns,
The argument forwarded by
the insurance carriers is that
those individuals ~ho test
positive for the'AlpS vrrus have
a much greater r-Isk of d~ath
than those who' test negative,
and therefore, premiums should
be higher. for the greater rl~k
group. . A counter-argument .1S
that positive antibody types W
S
111
not necessarily contract. AID •
It is Robinson's bellef that
the insurance carriers. have the
more solid argument 10 regard
to iife insurance,as opposed to
health insurance, and there~ore,
'testing and higher preml~ms
should be permItted lor hl~
risk AIDS .groups. He il~te
that he does n<?t t~tally ~eJect
the ar~ument as 'It aPphe;:s to
health msurance, but he beheves
that it is weaker here. '
Also,Robinso.n .raised the
poSsibility of a crlmmal .char~e
of homicide for one passmg \ e
virus to another.. BU~,.. e
quick!! dismissed the POSSlblhty----------
by noting that "there are
insuperable problems with
respect to mens rea and
causation."
In the question/answer
portion of the r.rogram,
Robinson noted that 'These are
hard choices for society, and
the only choice that we have is
.behaviorat change." He also
restated his position that we
"need to criminalize sodomy",
and that education about the
dangers of certain sexual
practices helps, but is not
enough. When asked about
quarantine for those with the'
virus, Robinson responded that
it is appropriate for those who
routinely engage in some sexual
activities and who refuse to
stop.
March 14 Criminal Law
March 15 Criminal Procedure
March 21 Contracts/Sales I
March 22. Contracts/Sales II
April 4 Real Property I
April 5 Real Property II
April 11 Torts I
April 12 Torts II
AprillB Evidence I
April 19 Evidence II
April 25 Constitutional Law I
April 26 Constitutional Law II
.~. ''\I' Lectures held at Georgetown Law Center.
~.l , 600 New Jersey Avenue. N.W.
FREE with all BAR/DRI courses
for the July '86 bar exams.
833-3080 •
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EDITORIALS
The Professional Privilege
As professionals, our professors expect and receive' the
respect of students. As tenured instructors, they are allowed
considerable 'latitude in conducting their classes. Consequently,
there is little formal guidance from the University' on the
standards of, professional conduct in classes. Ideally, there
should be no problem. Professors should be. mature enough to
know how to conduct. themselves in class. "
Unfortunately, some law professors apparently lack that
level of maturity. In recent weeks we have noticed several
disturbing outbursts from professors that illustrate the
, shallo wness of their - understandin~ of their professional
privilege. Personal attacks on an Indivtdual student in front'of
the entire class have no place within the walls of a national
law school. We condemn. the myopic mentality of those
instructors who lack the ability to understand their. role.
Some of these instructors attempt to justify such conduct
by claiming. that it "builds the character of the student, or
"encourages preparation" for class. This is nonsense.
Instruction by intimidation destroys the desire to learn.
Character is not built by,destroying self-confidence. Socrates
never ran his students out· of his classes. Instructors
pretending to apply his principles should take note. The
Amt:ocate believes that professors sl'!0ul~ respect the dignity of
thetr students. 'If they cannot, thetr r-ight to teach should be
terminated. '
• ',J
Good Show
, '
,NO, Rex Reed was not there. And neither was channel
four,S Arch.Campbell. But many from the NLCcommunity were
there, and'Yhat they ~aw was quite a treat. : Of course, what
we are talkmg about IS the annual law revue show put on last
weekend.
An event such as this, and it is "the event" on the NLC
calendar, serves two functions. First, it shows-that the NLCis
not only ~ place full of b.right people, but also of talented
people, wIth. Interests outstde of law school, who voluntarily
expend a faIr a~<?unt of blood, sweat, and tears for the mere
sake of entertamml{ others, ' '
Another functIOn It serves is to' bring together all
segments of ~he NLC community for a few hours in an
env1ronmel!t wtthout casebooks and the socratic method.
Certamly we all need to sit back and laugh at ourselves
every now and then. Good show .Law Revue cast!
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.Amending Admissions
Article
To '1be Editor:
Since you have expressed
your intention to correct any
inaccuracies in -the article on
admissions recently published in
The Advocate" I have listed my
tnree major objections to the
article below. --:
'1. I believe I was misquoted
when thetPhrase "clearly'
erroneous was used to describe
my reaction to the' Dean's
,statement about application
Volume. Although I may have
used the phrase in some
'context, I would not have
reacted to his statement that
'way since it was based on
information I had given him.
2. No mention was made in the
article .of the .basts for the
misunderstanding. As I said in
the interview I had told Dean
Ba r ron in January that
"•••application volume was up."
Unfortunately,! I did not make it
clear to the uean that I '
was describing the-rate for that
period in January, alone, rather
than the total volume figures
,for that year. I believe this
information should should have
been included in the article.
3. All applica t ion volume
figures given in the article were
wrong. Last rear we received
4,625 applfcat tons and not the-
6,000 that was reported. This
year, we expect to process 4,200
applications for admission, a
decline of slightly less than '10%
I hope that you will publish this
letter in your next issue. The
misinformation, needs to be
corrected. .
, Sincerely, "
Robert V. Stanek
Assistant Dean
Brothers Oversimplifies
A bortton Issue
f To The Ec:utor::
11 Ken Brothers', editorial,
Consensual Sex Waives Right to
Abortion," presents an
excepti0!1ally simplistic analysis
~f an Immt:nsely complicated
Issue. Michael Goldsmith
~emonstratesamuch broader
and more clear-eyed
understanding of the question'
but a. number ofadditionai
points should be addressed.
First, Mr. Brothers' notion
tha t a .woman "assigns 11 away all
her ft1I:thts' to .a "third-party
fetlfs ,1sa remarkable leap of
10glc;we all. know what the
~onsequ~nces of sex can be, but
It is ludicrous to think that any
wo~an .;.- or. man -- consents to
havmg a chtld .by choosing to
have s~x. Additionally, I find it
offenSIve to attempt to apply
elementary contract principles to
~ complex social and personal
Issue that ~!fects so many lives.
. Ig.norlng - the logical.
mconsrstenctes of. his arguments
.(for ~xa~le he, would allow
-abortion In the case of rape or
ince~t, bU~ ~an make no
mea~p~gtu\, dlstmction between'
the fights of these fetuses and
othe!s), there are a number -of
soclal~ psycholo~ical and'
..-s.. ..~
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EDITOR:
BROTHER~, FROM P.12
One of the reasons so
many children are raised in
Voor, femnle-hea-ded households
is that many men abandon the ir
wivesor girlfriends or refuse to
make adequate child support
~ontributions. It is Cor a good
reason that women believe that
they have a more important
stake in the question oC the
availability of abortion than do
mensuch as Mr. Brothers.
Finally, I find Mr.
Brothers' proposed .except ion to
the abortion ban in the case of
rape or incest particularly
troubling1 although not for what
it says about abortion. Sexual
violence against women is a
very serious problem, and women
'have worked hard to have it
treated as such by the police,
by prosecutors and by juries.
The perception that women
often "cry wolf" in rape cases
has o~ly .recently begun to fade,
and .vlctlms ar~ still frequently
put 10 the, postt ton of being on
trial themselves. Mr. Bro thara'
rape except ion could force many
desperate women who are unable
to get a safe abortion in any
other way to lie about rape or
ince~t.This hurts everyone, but
par t tcular ly the rape victims
who would have an additional
strike against their credibility.
(And what would happen to the
women who are raped bu t decide
for whatever reason not to
prosecute?)
A woman's decision to have
an abortion is never an easy
one -- and it's not just a form
of birth control or the result of
a woman "changing her mind,"
as Mr. Brothers suggests. His
easy answer is no answer at all.
'Julie Ford
Brothers ,Wrong on Consent Rationale
To The Editor:
I would like to address Mr.
Brothers' attempt 'at argument
appearing in the Advocate in
the February 19 edition of 1be
Advocate, attacking Blackmun's
opinion in Roe v, Wade -.
Brothers' reasoning is rife with
inconsistencies and reveals a
frightening lack of sensitivity to
. one of the most personal and
difficult decisions in the life of
a woman. "
First, his supposition that a
woman consents to having a
,baby when .she. "voluntar.ily
" agrees" to ,the act of. sexual
-;:~intercourse is ridiculous. As
Z\$ Mr.Goldsmithpointed out in his
;1,' "counterpoint', ther1e aTe lothedr'
, reasons, such as p lyslca an
,! emotional fulfillment why a
\j couple chooses to engage in'
;;1 sexutl s~~l~~~o~~oblem wiih' !lis
.::'.~argurnent is Brothers' begrnntng
his analysis with the cont,e!ltIOn
~';'.'l':,; that the "procreat ive apt.' 15 one
10 which two IndiViduals
I knowingly engage. In the same
, sentence he suggests t.hat. the
law should impute constltutlOnal
rights to the fetus at the time. a
woman chooses to engage 10
intercourse. The. ma le partner, ,I,
I believe, has something to say
in the matter. A woman or her
~artner may' consent .to
Intercourse without consentmg
to procreate. If for some
reason, such as failure of a
birth control method, the woman
does become pregnant whe.n
neither intended her to, why IS
the woman sentenced to suffer
, the consequences alone~,' If
Brothers insists on maklr:tg a
Woman pay with the emotIOnal
and physical trauma of an
unwanted pregnancy, why hnoldt
require the man to ,'b~ e
equally liable, and 10SlSt he
support the child? Brothers
himself states that "only through
the actions of two humans may
a third be created." h .
I t, i s per h ap st. 1s
inconsistent, shortsighted VIew
that leads Brothers astray and
prompted' him to base his
argument on the rights of the
unborn fetus. The Court
correctly reasoned in Roe that
the interest in preserving her
happy and healthy !ife, ver~us
the state's interest 10,protectrng
a potentially viable life that
cannot protect itself. Perhaps
Blackmun relied ~oo heayil¥..on
the medical theorIes of vlablllty,
bu t he, unlike Brothers
appreciated the complexities of
the issue.
Brothers' premise that when
the, woman chooses to have
intercourse, she chooses to have
a baby, and therefore forfeits
her -right to privacy, effectively
deprives a woman of her
constitutional rights. If, as he
argues, the fetus is vested with
the same rights as an adult, he
must certainly distinguish the
male from the female fetus,
since the female's right may one
day be annulled. If she makes
'the mistake' of'hav~ng
intercourse and gettIng
pregnant she will lose .her
rights. This con~lusion seems
inevitable under hIS theory, and
is not only preposterous but
legally unsound. Brothers IS
taking awa~ from the
Constitutional r-Ights :of adult
women and g ivIng them to
unborn fetuses. : ' .
Mr. Goldsmith quite .effectlvel~
points out the flaws 10 Brothers
argument, and there ar.e .sever~l.
I do not, however, jo m ~lth
Go Idsmi t h in commendIng
Brothers for his novel th-;:wry.
An,argument applying the Sl.mple
notion of conveyance of rights
to .an issue as complex .and,
delicate 'as abortion
demonstrates a clear, Iack of
judicial and personal [ns ight ,
Gail Georgeson
REGISTRATION
C 0 U N -SELI ~ G, .
It 'is time to bee;1Othmkmg
about course ~electlonS Tfor t~~
986-7 academIC y~ar. th ~r3Sfaw
students in plannmg e., f
hool programs, a s~rles. 0
:>c'~unsehng sessions IS bkemlf
hd I d for ·th~ wee 0
~c e hu 2~-28. These sessions~rf be led by the facu.lty
WI rs and will provIde
~~:r:n~s with inform8:,tion about
tvarious course groupm~:. also
Dean'Valdez I
available by. appointment ff~
ind i v il~ua 11z ~~tai~~a~ne~he
counse lng. d t' :> wil
advisory, sess~ons aNLCn=ssroet.
be pUbliCIzed 10 t:.re
ANSWER FROM P.2 ,
1. Presiden.t J.lerbeUC::~
selected BeIlJamID N.
1931.
.Jacobs'ladder
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Problems in my Wodd
by Robert D.· Jacobs
My world is filled with
problems. At least that is how
I viewed it until I met him one
bone-chilling night last month.
As the wickedly cold February
night air whipped bet ween the
silent buildings on the GWU
campus against' my bodYl on my
journey from the law bullding to
the metro-rail station, my
thoughts turned to what I
believed to be a dismal state of
affairs. '
With each step along the
now mostly deserted streets, a
sharp pain pierces through my
right achilles tendon. I am told
by those who know that I am
suffering from tendonitis,
requirin~ weeks of restraint
from act ivit les involving running
and jumping, which are near and
dear to my he ar tv- I am
thinking to myself, how could
one be so unlucky?
The cold air is beginning
. to irritate my already sore
throat and feverish condition.
Yes, I think I have the flu. My
raw and redden nose has now
been numbed by that last blast
of wind. How much further is it
to the station? Oh good--only
two more blocks.
I almost forgot-- I am on-
deck tomorrow in tax, and this
weekend is another Advocate
production session. There's no
way I can prepare for class with
this throbbing headache. Gosh,
I hope all the reporters come
through with their stories! How
can one person bear so much
misery?
Ahh, at last--the warm
environs of the metro-rail'
station is only a stones-throw
away. In my condition, that's
not very far. But what s this?
As the image becomes clearer,
my thoughts quickly return to
reality. I am standing now only
a few feet from the station
escalators, and my aching body
is te ll ing to keep moving
forward. But I am momentarily
frozen before an obviously
• destitute person.
He's sitting on the cold
cement, legs folded in front of
himself. On his lap is a small
can. There is a sign posi tioned
on the front of the can, which
reads, "I'm hungry." I ask him,
as he sits there bundled up in
torn and dirty clothes, "Don't
you have any place to stay
tonight?" He replies, "He does
(referring to a bystander), but I
don't."
DrOpping some change in
his can, turn and walk away.
The escalator ride and a short
walk leads me to the train
'platform. After several minutes
in the warmth, feeling is
re turrung to my body. The
train arrives shortly, and I soon
find myself in the cozy confines
of my apartment. .
As I turn out the light and
settle into my bed, my thoughts
return to him. I think to
myself that there are thousands
and thousands of people just
like him in the United States,
the richest country in the
world.
Before I doze off into
dreamland, I think about how
fortunate I am just to have a
bed in which to sleep. There
are no problems In my world.
How about yours?
ACE '.
TYPING ""WOaD, paOCES.SIMG
WE SPECIALIZE: IN
.LEGAL TYPI~G AN,D
'WORD PROC.ESSING
, ON CAllPUS:·
2025 EYE ST., NW
SUl~ 105
466-TYPE • 857-8.000
_ii '
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Reporter'S Blues .....
BY Scott Alter· the feature stories in Yearbooks
. , anywayI let alone .j.akes them
I have written for a serious y! '
variety of school publfcatlons in A few years later} I.
the past five years, including worked on the campus Isat irfca l
year books and satirical magazine which operated on a
publications, and I have found whole different principle fr0!l1
that there is just no way to the other publications. In this
turn out a: good- publication case if we weren't gettm~
without someone getting upset. people mad at us, we weren t
The newspaper is viewed. by doing a good job. ,In one Issue,
some as a means for obtaining we poked fun at the varIOUS
"'information. To others, it' is frats and sororities on campus.
viewed as a tool for molding This frat .had been abused for
'reputations. But either way, its • years, and apparently decided to
content is often, taken seriously get even. Just a few hours after
••• sometimeSb too seriously. the magazines were distributed,I remem er doing an the members of the f~at
article for the yearbook on the managed to steal all of ~ piles
Yerkes Primate Center in of the magazine. .The IrOnIC
Atlanta, in which I was given a part was, we were softest on
rather extensive guided tour' of the frat that, stole the issues.
the complex. As this was not a I ,Well, now I'm in law
hard investigative piece on a schoo It' 'and the student
hot topic, there was -n o publtcat lon is still getting hell.
controversial issue that might Last issue was a real winner!
have worried them. . One student was accused by his
Oneof the things that came professor of mi~uotin~ him in
to my attention was an an inteview (both partfes shall
electrified barbed wire fence go nameless. of course),' and
surrounding the complex. WhenI another professor blasted a
asked about it, my guide insisted student for erroneous grammar
/ that it was necessary to keep in an article.
'people from getting into the While I don't doubt that an
complex to see the animals. article in The Advocate, can be
When, I expressed surprise, at hurtful to a person, I also feel
this, my guide, became quite that much of what is said and
upse t.: She accused me of done in student papers should be
making Yerkes look bad even taken with a grain of salt. I
thougti I made no reference that have found that many of the the
I would put this in the article. complained of items in"various
I found her paranoia a bit articles written by others were
of a shock. After all who reads noticed or interpreted as
ANSWERFROMP.2 . , . offensive in nature only by the
2. New York has the largest complaining party. '
'wilderness area in the ' --
continental U.S. It's the six
million acre Adirondack Park.'.
Saturday, March 22nd
10am-4pm
1100 16th Street-
Corner of 16th & L Streets
Use L 'Street Entrance
.Call 833-3080 for information
and toreserve your seat
rooM I.
AASI YEAlIIlEVIEW
1909I{ ~tr~N.~ .... "
":M0t;lday,.March 10,
In A Nutshell , .
The Dating Game
. B.B.: "What's your idea of a
perfect date?"
Number One:. "Just the two-jor
us sailing a catamaran on a
, beautiful August arternoon.. We
"find a deserted island and
quietly pass the day waiting for
the sun to set."
Number Two: I pick you up in
a chauffeured limousine. First,
I . take you to dinner at •••That's when I woke up
Tiberio's. Then we move on to realized it was only a dre iii
Dominiques for dessert. Finally, I've got to stop eating til's
we cap off the evening by' zesty pickles before going"
flying to New York for a night bed.
RES IPSA .LOQUITUR
•'fhePieper N.iw York State .. Multistaie Bar
Review offers an integrated approach to the New
York Bar Exam: We emphasize.' sophisticated
men1gry techniques, essay writing skins and a concise"
organized presentation of the law. You win 'be
prepared and confident. '
PIEPERNEW YORK-MUL11SfAlE BAR REVIEW
It Speaks For Itself.
by Scott Ives
The Beautiful Bachelorette:
Covington and Burling
Contestant Number One:
Overworked, undergraded,
average- kind- of- guy.
.COntestant Number Two: Ditto
Contestant Number 'Ibree: Joe
Law Review
Beautiful Bacheiorette: "Hello
guysl my first question (giggle,gigg e) is What would you do to
get a job with me?'"
Contestant Number One:
"Massacre my entire family."
Number Two: "Become a eunuch,"
Number Three: "Miss the
opening scene of General
Hospital." . '
B.B.: "What would you do if you
were escorting me to an opera
and we came across a muddy
puddle?"
Number (De: "Place my tuxedo
jacket over the offending
puddle." .
Number Two: "Get down on mr,
hands and knees with a straw.'
Number 'Ibree: "Climb on your
back and have you carry me
across."
B.B.: "What are your Interests
outside of law school?"
Number (De: ."I enjoy boxing
and writing love songs."
Number Two: "I'm into
microbiology and hang-gliding." -
Number 'Ibree: "Outside of Law
School?"
of dancing at the Palladiu
Number Three: "Grabbin
sandwich at the Bone, hea
to the Law Review office,
making small talk as we
book the U.S. phone bo
state-by-state. "
B ~ 8 .: "What's
craziest/wildest thing yo
ever done?"
Number (De: "Bobsleddedd
Mt. Everest."
"Number Two: "Made love
the White House kitchen t
while balancing Nancy's
China.'"
Number 'Ibree: "Looked. up
name on Lexis."
B.B.:. ,"Why should we
you?" .
Number (De: "Because I a
excellent writer, have s
grades, and would be an a
to your firm."
Number Two: "Because
very dedicated
approach this
enthusiasm. "
Number Three: "Beca
everyone else wants to."
Beautiful Bachelorette:
now it's time to make
decision. It was a re
difficult choice betw
Contestants Number One
Number Two. Grades and h
publications don't impress
think it is important that a
student be well rounded
interesting. For this rea on
Number, Three, I'm sorry, b \
position for you would not'
mutually advantageo,,'
Therefore, since" I can't de Id
between Numbe r , One"
Number Two, and since they .~
both such all-around great
I'11 take both of them.
way each of you will only I
to spend forty hours a \
with me;" , .
90 Willis Avenu
Mineola, NY 1150
Telephone: (516) 747-431 .
:vtondliY,Mllrch:'10(1980
Washington Brief
. ,Reagan's Anti-trust Assault
'by Glenn Harris the Reagan Administration' is' ,
7 " .' championing its revision firms. to . compete more the Administration can convince. The Reagan ?dmlnlstratlOn necessary to . s as effectIvely In world markets, enough legislators that
introduc.ed, a mtaJtor reform C!f_ international com~~~f:l~~~essthf ' Such dramat tc changes in reforming antitrust laws will
the nat ion s an I rust laws m American firms A . 0 the. statutory structure of strengthen the economic
Congr~ss on feb.ru.ary 19. By the Administr~tioncCO;~lnglY, antlt!Ust enforcement have, standing of the United States, it
reducmg the JUdICIal obstacles narl'owing the Ia P, poses predictably, sparked great may overcome the strong
ractng ?orporate mt;r~ers -.and ,Section 7 to bar mer~g~age 1 ~~ controversy. Many economic oppos i tion the proposal will
acqulsltlOns,theAdmlmstratlOn'S_~there is a "Si~' <?nYI ex}?e.rts refute the encounter •. Due to the
proposal WOUldh in effect, probability" that a Jer If Ica1J AdmInistration's alleged link controversial economic theoriesenco.uraJSe su c corporate result in anticompg:~ '~o.u bet.w.een i~crease? mer-g er- behing the revisions, however,
oornbtnattons. . behavfor, rr rve actrvity and 1I1terna~l(~naltrade. such persuasian will not be easy.
In 1914, Congress passed In evaluating this t dam, On the contrary" critics argue
the Clayton Act 10 order to courts would a Is hSan t hat . ~e d u c In g m~ r k e t
limit the increasing monopolistic consider various Of ~ve ~o ~ompetlt19n encourages fIrms to
tendencies of certain industries, add i t ion t ac, or~ 111 increase the ir prices and would,
and in recognition of the concentration ~husm:d ~t consequen~ly, have a
ineffectiveness of the Sherman mergers in a ' t" bowm1 counterproductlVe effect. .
Act of 1890. Section 7 of the circumstancesgrea er num er 0 Furthermore, opponents pornt
Cl tAt hibi t • out that the effect of currentay on c pro lIS corporate . The propo~al also allows antitrust laws on America's
;rergers whose effect would be md.ustrles winch have been export ca acit is ne Ii ible
sUbs~~nt"lal1~ to lessen seriously harmed from foreign comparedPto ~ther e~on~rnic
competitIOn" or tend to cre~te competiti.on to enjoy a five year factors such as labor costs, the
a monopoly. In deterl.rlL.n~ng ex,;mptlon- from rigorous bUdget deficit and the global
w.hether corporate actiVitIes antl.trust s?rutiny. Fin~.l!y, the value of the dollar.
VIOlate these broad s~an<:!ards, Admm~tratl?n would hmlt the Passage of the Reagan
courts have focused pr}lnarlly.on cases 111 WhICha plaintiff could antitrust plan could well be
the market concentratIOn WhICh recover treble damages, arguing prevented by the apparent
would result from an attempted t ha t even the thr.ea t of opposition of House Judiciary
merger. ,protracted lawsutts has Committee Chairman, Peter W.
In order to encourage discouraged corporations from Rodino Jr. (D. NJ). Rodino has
ind~vidua~s. to fer~et out engaging in legally sanctioned been a long-term proponent of
antlcompetltlVe behavlOr, the mt}rger conduct. ,strong antitrust legislation.
Act also allows private citizens Underlyin~ this plan is the Since his committee has
to bring civil lawsuits and to Administration sgeneral belief jurisdiction over this proposal in
collect treble damages if their that corporate mergers are not the House of Representatives,
claims are successfuL always undesirable. As his support may be pivotal to
Addit ionally, the government businesses combine and grow the initiative's success. Both
may Sue' corporations, who larger" it is claimed, they are the House and the Senate are
attempt to merge, but cannot able to produce goods more likely to hold hearings on the
collect treble damages. Nearly e f fie i e n tl y, thus reduc lng Administration's measure later in
all reforms enacted since 1914 production costs and benefitting the year.
have expanded the scope and ·both the firm and consumers. , Ye t, because of t.he
enforceability of the Clayton Reducing the courts' ability to climbing trade deficl~,
Act's requirements. '. bar mergers, a~d pl~intiffs' internat~onal tra<:!e feyer IS
Clalming that the ~present .. willingness, to file SUItS, the runmng hIgh on CapItol HIll. If
antitrust laws are outdated and Administration contends is
economically harmful, however, necessary to allow American iI ...
ii'
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CALIFORNIA, NEW YORK, ,MASSACHUSETTS,
Wednesda.y1.March 121.1986
"WOMEN A::i PIONEER:)" . .
4:15 pm L201 panel dISCUSSIon
including: . .
The Honorable PatrICIa Wald,
Judge for the Court of Appeals
for the D.C. Circuit and .
The Hornorable Jean BIssell,
Judge for the CoL!rt ~f Appeals
for the Federal CIrCUIt
Reception will follow.
NEW JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA, ILLINOIS,
D.C. & TEXAS*
r&iJ(f6ii
. BAR REVI~W •
WILL OFFER COMPLETE
Buttons and balloons will ~e
sold Tuesday and Wednesday 111
the first floor lounge, Stockton.
All proceeds will be donated to
"My Sister's Place" a shelter for
pattered women.COURSE INFORMATION
REVIEW COURSES -
,
LIVE OR VIDEOTAPE - IN D:C. FOR THESE
JULY '86 BAR EXAMS. CALL 833,-3080.
/ *Texas with sufficient student interest
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$1
off
CORFU HAIRSTYliST
&
BARBERSHOP
1917 EVESTREETN.W.
'WASHINGTON. D.C. 20006
8:00 pm L201
SONIA JOHNSON
-feminist, author, lecturer and
peace activist . .
-1984 U.S. PresidentIal candIdate
- Excommunicated from ~he
Mormon Church for supportmg
the E.R.A.
Reception will tollow~-
TEl.EPHONE: (202) 331·8992
,l.PPOINT"'EN~S 8 00 AM TO 11 :00 AM AND 2:00 PM TO 5:30PM
-
Present this coupon and get
$1 off regular prices.
1. • Ii ...· . 0:-" .. I.:"... .",""'1"
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Wright trom page 3
"single most important thing
that could be done would be to
abolish diversity jurisdiction."
Wright said this would take
about 40,000 cases out of the
federal courts. And instead ot
dealing with state law questions,
the federal courts could deal
with more civil rights cases, he
said.
Wri~!tt also said he thinks it is
ineVitable that a new tier in the
federal court system will be
cre'a ted to deal with the
tremendous number ot cases
being appealed to the Supreme
Court. Wright said this new
level could act as a "screening
court," or as a court of appeals
that would take cases by
reterence trom the Supreme
Court) with decisions SUbJect to
the hIgh court's review. 'Change
will come," said Wright) "but I
!don't think it Will come
tomorrow or next year. This
l\ind or change can only go
forward when you have virtual
unanimity."
•••••.'••••••••..
••••••••••••
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CLASSIFIED
KATHLEEN: Thanks for being our
guiding light. Nowgo out 8nd make
S~ lIOfleyl
ATTENTI~ STUDENTS: PR<fl:SS law..
WOOD PROC:I:SSING NIl TYPING. Free
copies with the original of your
research paper, thesis, 8nd
dissertation. $1.75 per page, or
$2.00 per page for pick up and
delivery. Call 543-2453. JVJ
BUSIJ£SS ENTERPRISES.
ACCURATELY YOURS: Word processing
company to student needs. Legal
experience. Overnight service.
Opon 24 hrs/day, 7 days a week.
"We're hot.- 797-3636
JEN: You're tho greatest. Thanks
for al I your love and support.
. Let's spend spr Ing break In bedJ
TYPING BY LEGAl SEmETMY: H8ve
your typing done by a professional,
quIckly and accurately, on an IBM-
III. I,m located tnree blocks from
campus. C"" 780-1688, 248-4360,
or 960-6851
Jnea: GIad to see you got - the
article done. Not bad tor a guy
whoresIgned eight times. From the
gang.
ANIMAL LEGAL DEFENSE FUND:
Nonprofit organization dedlc"ted
to the' enhancement ot the lega I
rights ot animals. It Interested
call Roger Galvin at 897-0896
L~IJ£: Let's go look at the ;
,"'mal, theo eet rigeto,' e" ,,.e, 4..
fish. I love you - you know who. .•
~' .c::.., JEB' ..
.. .
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SPRING· BREAK HAS
. .
'ARRIVED I!!
. "
YOU CAN STILL $AVE IF
YOU ENROLL IN THE
. .
"-.,IOIIPHION,. KIIJWIR
, , .
.-BAR REVIEW COURSE THIS
.. ,SPRING!!-
" 'NEW YORK -
, \..
•
. DOWNPAYMENT ~!. , DISCOUNT·
~. $50.00 ',; - . - $150.00
-. *DART COUPON DOES NOT APPLY " '
YOUR PRICE
$725.00 '
NEW JERSEY'
. . . . . ~. . . \. . . . . . . . ~.. . . . . ,
DOWNPAYMENT ' " DISCOUNT w/COUPON
. $ 50.00$100.00**
$100.00* . $175.00** ",
* NOT APPLICABLE TO CLASS OF '86
** DISCOUNT INCLUDES $25.00 DART COUPON' - MUST BE ATTACHED TO
ENROllMENT AGREEMENT .
, YOUR PRICE
, $575.00
$500.00
P'ENNSYLVANIA
DOWNPAYMENT -
$ 50.00 '
$100.00*
DISCOUNT
,$ 75.00*
. $'125.00*
YOUR PRICE
$675.00
$625.00
I .
*DART COUPON DOES NOT APPLY
, .
SEE A CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE TODAY OR CALI.;US ~....
. .
DcroaOUJ~OO~rn LEGAL EDUCATIONAL CENTERS (212) 505~2060 (Collect)
10 East 21st. Street New York, N.Y. 10010, . (BOO) 253~3456 (Outside NY),
. -...-----_.-.-._-~~,._ .......__ ._ .._'~ ". ~. ....... ---;'.' . .. -~-~. .
